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Ⅰ．INTRODUCTION
In 2010 a widely circulated Japanese fashion magazine, JJ, commemorated its 35th anniversary with 
a wealth of celebrity greetings. 
Prominent among these were full-
page spreads featuring American 
R&B singer, Beyoncé and American 
celebrity/socialite, Paris Hilton 
（Figure 1）. Their mere presence 
served a significatory purpose, 
much the way Catherine Deneuve 
did for Chanel No.5 in the famous 
example provided by Williamson 
（1978）.i In this case, though, more 
than glamour and beauty, this pair 
signify “internationalness,” which, in turn, produces a secondary effect: it works to elevate the status of 
the magazine. After all, here are two globally-branded stars taking time out to recognize a Japanese fashion 
magazine and speak directly to its audience. Moreover, within the context of Japanese political and cultural 
history̶ a nation isolated, then expansionist and ﬁnally occupied̶ the use of “gaijin” （“outsiders”） 
in advertisements, promotions, testimonials, and other communication texts carries powerful historical 
connotations. Above all, the strategic use of foreigners reflects an historical orientation to identity; by 
inversion it works to establish Japanese as distinct; to valorize the centrality, specialness and signiﬁcance 
of national identity. More to the point, not unlike native-born athletes spotlighted for their performances 
in foreign leagues,ii Beyoncé and Paris Hilton help effect an equivalence between inner （Japan） and outer 
（foreign others）.
This equivalence is even clearer when comparing them to other congratulatory wishes: a full page 
featuring SMAPiii （Figure 2A） and a collection of lesser （local） celebrities （Figure 2B）, that consumes 
another 4 pages of the magazine.
ABOUT THIS PAPER
Appearance. Contrast. Inversion. Comparison. Extrapolation. What these examples demonstrate is a 
tendency in Japanese media to employ foreigners strategically. Such tactics have been used for decades and 
are so ensconced in practice that today they appear in multiple media, in a variety of ways, with a plethora 
of discernible effects. The aim of this paper is to provide examples of these mediated effects and to work 
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Figure 1. Signifying Internationalism:
Beyonce and Paris Hilton
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through their consequences.
Two categories of effect will be distinguished: Technical 
Outcomes and Ontological Outcomes. The former involves 
intentional uses of foreigners, foreign situations, and/or 
Japanese vis-à-vis foreigners and foreign contexts. Speciﬁcally, 
messages take the form of: （a） equivalence, （b） ampliﬁcation, 
（c） magnification, （d） distortion, （e） surrogacy, and （e） 
invisibility （also known as “symbolic negation”）. The latter 
category of effect entails the strategic uses of foreigners 
mediate discourse about: （a） identity and （b） intimacy.
Before undertaking this analysis, though, a précis on Japan’s 
relationship to its others is required.
Ⅱ．JAPAN AND OTHERS
Over the course of two thousand years, Japan has been an 
isolated archipelago, colonial power, occupied nation, and now 
a major international economic and political presence̶ shifting states of superiority, inferiority, and rough 
equality that have resulted in a complicated relationship with exogenous others. Throughout, though, and 
seemingly indifferent to the prevailing condition, a tendency to assert difference has persisted. Japanese 
have tended to view themselves as different from others and similar to one another.iv This impulse is likely 
due to the fact that Japanese have often perceived themselves as a singular “race”; a nation of extreme 
homogeneity, with scant ethnic diversity.v For instance, of a reported population of 127,076,183,vi 98.5% 
have been declared Japanese.vii That said, Japan’s indigenous population has steadily declining over the 
past two decades, due to ageing and a birth rate that has dipped below one child per couple. Consequently, 
Japan has fallen from the world’s 8th-most populous nation in 1990, to 9th in 1998, and 10th in 2010. And 
since 2006, the decline has consistently operated below the rate of replenishment,viii posing long-term 
concerns about labor shortfall and pressing policy-makers to consider non-native solutions at odds with 
historical practice and ideological preference.ix This may account for the steady rise, over the past decade, 
in naturalized citizens,x permanent residents,xi and non-permanent residents possessing skilled labor 
Figure 2A. Japanese Endorsements, 
Part I: SMAP
Figure 2B. Japanese Endorsements, Part Ⅱ : A Glittering Indigenous Multitude
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visas.xii By nationality, this inﬂux includes: 655,000 Chinese （or 35% of the foreign population）, 589,000 
Koreans （or 32%）, 313,000 Brazilians （or 17%）, 211,000 Filipinos （or 11.5%）, and 60,000 Peruvians （or 
3.3%）.
Foreign nationals comprise one broad class of Japan’s others. A second is those who, despite possessing 
nationality, are segregated from Japanese society̶ either perceptually or philosophically. Within this 
class, three sub-groups are commonly identified: the hisabetsu buraku （or burakumin）; the Ryukyuan 
people; and the Ainu.
The burakumin, estimated to be between 2 to 4 million （or 2 to 3% of the nation’s population）, 
are descendants of pre-modern groups whose work was either proscribed or confined by heredity 
to circumscribed spaces. These jobs included butchers, leatherworkers, funeral directors and some 
entertainers; and, while essential, their work was considered to violate Buddhist prohibitions against killing 
and Shinto views of cleanliness. Japan’s registry system made it difﬁcult for this group to simply disappear 
into the larger society, which, in turn, made it easier to discriminate against them̶ a condition that 
persisted even after the Paciﬁc War.
The Ryukyuan are found in Okinawa’s Ryukyu Islands. While their culture bears similarities to Japan’s, 
it has also been inﬂuenced by China and Taiwan̶ due to its relative proximity to those countries.
Like the Ryukyuan people, the Ainu possess their own language. Once an indigenous hunting and 
gathering population located in northern Honshū, they are considered racially distinct and, thus, not fully 
Japanese. Over the centuries, they were steadily pushed northward, until, around the Meiji era, they were 
forcibly relocated to a small area in Hokkaidō. By 1990, disease, low birth rate, and co-mingling with “ethnic 
Japanese” had depleted their population to less than 20,000.
In some ways both the foreign and excluded native groups are identical, given their historical segregation 
from the general population via social, economic and political fiat, as well as their relative invisibility 
in media.xiii The question for this research, though, is, given the march of history, what sort of foreign 
representations exists in Japanese media? Positive or negative? A presence large or small? And, more 
importantly, when such depictions appear, do they serve particular purposes? Above all, if so, what kind?
Ⅲ．PORTRAYALS OF NON-JAPANESE IN MEDIA
Given the discussion above, one might presume that portrayals of foreigners in media would comprise 
less than 2%. In fact, though, （and despite a certain variation by medium）, foreign others are both over- 
and under-represented in communications such as advertisements, television programming, magazine and 
newspaper copy, in ways that are signiﬁcant.
For instance, Prieler found that Caucasians appeared in 14% of the twenty-five hundred Japanese 
television ads he analyzed̶ a clear distortion of the domestic demographic reality.xiv Further, his 
ﬁnding of a hierarchy of ethnic appearance̶ what Sugimoto has called a “ladder of civilizations”xv̶
demonstrates that the more （phenotypically and geographically） proximate Asians “rank” beneath 
Caucasians and above Africans. In this, again, the mediated reality fails to adhere to the lived, empirical 
reality. In a similar vein, my assessment of sports newsxvi outlined the multiple ways in which Japanese 
athletes are featured in ways disproportionate to their place and achievements in foreign soccer or baseball 
leagues. The near-exclusion of all other content from leagues where Japanese comprise well under one 
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percent of the membership distorts the empirical reality of those foreign “worlds” and the nation’s 
surrogates in them.
What such research shows is the effect of foreign representation in Japanese media. Whether it is 
foreigners consuming Japanese products or Japanese performing on equal footing in foreign leagues, the 
ultimate effect is to place the spotlight on Japanese̶ their difference, ability, achievement, importance, 
and priority. Because this outcome is repeated and consistent throughout Japanese media, one must believe 
it is intentional. Such uses of the foreign̶ of the other in juxtaposition with Japan and people and things 
Japanese̶is strategic. Such representations ultimately validate Japan, its people and practices. It also 
further serves to construct Japanese identity and forge a greater unity̶ even intimacy̶ among the 
predominately Japanese audience. To be clear: media are central to this consolidation process.
The remainder of this paper will be aimed at showing distinct ways that this occurs, along with a 
demonstration of speciﬁc effects.
Ⅳ．THE STRATEGIC USES OF FOREIGNERS: AN INVENTORY OF EFFECTS
In my work on “sportsports”xvii I detailed the litany of effects that result from domestic media’s 
treatment of Japanese athletes competing in foreign or global sporting contexts. The contexts stand as 
lofty stages̶ themselves, signiﬁers of a realm of achievement; the foreign athletes that Japanese come in 
contact with are not unlike Beyonce or Paris Hilton of the opening illustration: symbols of a larger order of 
achievement. By their simple concurrence, the Japanese object derives higher status, enhanced value, from 
the foreign object. Think the movie Lost in Translation, where Bill Murray’s character endorsed Suntory 
whiskey; therein lies the general concept behind this real-world currency transfer. In this following section 
I would like to review speciﬁc ways in which the presence of Others in Japanese communications works to 
elevate nation （i.e. Japan）.
1. Distortion.
Chief among effects is “distortion”̶ a large class of media treatment by which the Japanese （athletes） 
are juxtaposed with foreign Others, thereby inﬂating the quality of activity and perceived inﬂuence of the 
focal Japanese. The ultimate message of such encounters is a heightening of self, society, nation and culture. 
Distortion can take three forms: accretion, magnification and amplification. The ﬁrst refers to the process 
of stockpiling images, such that a sense of constancy and ubiquity develops; the second refers to an over-
abundance of attention and detail, producing a sense of numerical size or preponderance; the third refers to 
undue extolling of achievement, conferring a greater signiﬁcance than might otherwise be deserved.
An example of amplification can be seen in a Saturday afternoon （17:30-18:00） newscast on a local 
afﬁliate of one of Japan’s four major networks. After twenty minutes of mainly local and national news, 
the sports report began. The top story concerned the ﬁrst day of the World Cup. And while the frame of the 
ﬁrst portion of the opening story was South Africa’s ﬁrst game̶ a draw with Mexico, in which the South 
African side scored the tourney’s first goal̶ the report then shifted to a report on the second game: a 
scoreless draw between France and Uruguay. Uncharacteristically, the footage began with the opening coin 
ﬂip; the camera trained on the red-clad referee. And why? Because the head ofﬁcial, Nishimura Yuuichi, 
was Japanese.
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Again, in a break from the normal football 
report, the camera panned to a tight close-up 
of his face, with his name superimposed on the 
screen. The voice-over made clear that this was 
a storyline worthy of Japanese viewer attention. 
As if in verification, numerous on-line news 
stories focused on Nishimura’s appearance, 
observing that he was the fourth Japanese to 
ever ofﬁciate a World Cup match （Figure 3A）.
In the telecast, there were a few snippets 
of game action̶ the shot that hit a goalpost 
and a couple of others wide of goal̶ yet the 
major highlight for Japanese media producers was the red card that Nishimura issued an Uruguay defender 
for a sliding tackle that spiked a French player high on the ankle （see Figure 3B）. Within the context 
of Japan’s global history, the mere fact that a Japanese ofﬁcial could preside over a major match in the 
premier global sporting event rated as news. It played into a narrative that has become a media effect I 
dubbed international equivalence. In effect, Japanese are employed in communications to convey that no 
difference exists in skill or status with non-Japanese.When this crops up within texts that address power or 
performance̶ as, for instance, in athletic competition̶ this has the effect of elevating the evaluation of 
Japan, through its surrogate sport actors. A referee amongst a group of three ofﬁcials in football’s premier 
global event, is supreme lord of the pitch. Moreover, his administering a red card to a “foreign” player̶
an Other̶ and showing him the locker room door, is an assertion of authority second to none. The 
booking served as signiﬁcation of national character; a newer incarnation of Japan: the Japan that can say 
“no”.xviii
2. Relationality （as suggested by prior research）
International Equivalence is one of numerous other （i.e. non-distortion） effects̶ a group which might 
be assembled under the single rubric of relations with exogenous others. Depending upon presentation, 
this ontological umbrella may be “us and them” or “us because of them” or, in certain cases, “us versus 
Figure 3A: The World Cup News Frame (Day 1):
A Japanese referee presides.
Figure 3B: The World Cup News Frame (Day 1): A Japanese referee takes charge.
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them”, but in all cases it is a means of evaluating Japanese 
by referencing others. Scanning media content, ﬁve distinct 
types of associative communications can be found: （a） 
global positioning, （b） nation centering, （c） boundary 
blurring/status shifting, （d） foreign gaze, and （e） outside 
over inside. In my earlier work, these categories were 
discerned by focusing on the nation, and/or its surrogate/
embodiment, the Japanese actor. On the next few pages, 
I would like to expand that analysis to include ways that 
emphasis on others or their （exogenous） context can secure 
the same effect.
a. Global positioning. Through various communication 
tropes̶ narrative, as well as symbolic̶ Japan is often 
sited in the world. A good example is in the following page 
from Yahoo News in late May, 2010 （Figures 4A, 4B）.
In this example we see “Japan” emerging through its 
surrogates. It begins with the icon for the national flag 
beneath each baseball team where a Japanese player toils 
（Figure 4A）̶ thereby situating Japan in speciﬁc, identiﬁable American space.
Next there is in-game tracking of spotlighted players （Figure 4B）, placing a local face on actual 
achievement out in the world. There are also 
capsule summaries and stat lines of all Japanese 
major leaguers, identified by their team of 
residence. Characterized at the top of the sports 
page as “Japanese Major Leaguers”, this daily 
treatment （which is emulated in print and TV 
media, as well） has the effect of situating Japan 
（and its people） in a world of Others. Beyond 
this, it serves to measure their ability in relation 
to that of exogenous, non-native Others.
b. Nation centering. Japanese advertisements 
often strike foreign observers as random 
compilations of indirect, non-linear, non 
sequitur-laden pastiche. In fact, this is far from 
the case. More than simple appeals about a product, they are often complex communications that entertain, 
send messages about the human condition, and make commentary about society. This is often achieved by 
reliance on humor. So, too, by creating fully-realized, self-contained, externally-referential worlds. Often, 
a clear narrative structure is advanced; one that, I have argued in my work on ukiyo-ad,xix stems from prior 
Figure 4A: Global Positioning: 
Spotlighting Japan’s MLB teams.
Figure 4B. Global Positioning:
Spotlighting Japanese players in the MLB.
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popular communication forms̶ most speciﬁcally ukiyo-e. Although these 18th century woodblock prints 
often featured themes from nature and village life, one genre focused on the epicurean pursuits of the so-
called “pleasure quarters”. Whatever the theme, though, each block shared a feature that is inherent in a 
large majority of Japanese television ads today: the depiction of insular, self-contained, internally-coherent, 
logically-constructed quotidian worlds.
In contemporary ads, a strong example of this is the series of ads̶ now numbering twenty̶ starring 
American Academy Award-winning actor, Tommy Lee Jones. This series began in 2006 and boasts the 
same conceit: in a nod to Jones’s hit movie Men in Black, the recurring character is “Outer Space Jones” 
whose task is “Investigating Earth” （Figure 5A）.
During the course of this series, Jones has worked as a deliveryman, cop, civil engineer, politician, 
karaoke booth attendant, extra in a period samurai drama, male host, among others. The formula generally 
ﬁnds Jones viewing human behavior, reﬂecting, and offering commentary. As such, Jones serves as a vehicle 
for the ad-makers to propound on Japanese society, its organization, practices, and excesses. And despite 
the generally comic̶ occasionally slapstick and facetious̶ tone, he routinely has delivered wry̶
if not apt̶ observations about: the dangers of group-think and unbridled nationalism, the ﬁckleness of 
voters in democracy, the never-ending push to remain busy, the excessive emphasis on working until one is 
fully depleted, the taxing life of farmers, the hyper-emphasis on materialism, and the spoiled nature of the 
younger generation. Clearly, in their alien visitor, the ad makers have found a vehicle enabling them to both 
entertain and also chide the locals about unsettling aspects of daily Japanese life. Despite their critical tone, 
they have also taken the opportunity to convey a consistent view of Japanese exceptionalism.
The ad presented here is a perfect example. Jones is an apprentice fisherman, employing the old 
fashioned technique of retrieving ﬁsh from roped cormorants. As the ad opens, his boss instructs him about 
Figure 5A. Tommy Lee Jones: Alien Observing the Japanese Folkways
Figure 5B. Tommy Lee Jones: Alien Observing the Japanese Folkways
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the job. He points to the bird, explaining “earth creature is not allowed to take the food if it gets it.” He 
then opines that it takes as many as ten years to master this job. Preparing to leave the master places Jones’ 
remittance in the folds of his jacket.
Arriving at home, the master is met by his wife, who grufﬂy demands, in greeting, “where’s your day’s 
pay?” The ﬁsherman replies: “I didn’t receive any today,” as Jones sheepishly bows his head, unable to 
bear the prevarication. Without missing a beat, the ﬁsherman’s wife pounds her husband’s belly until the 
envelope falls to the ground. Plucking it up, she turns and announces, “quickly̶ it’s time to eat.”
The camera pans to Jones, whose reﬂects on all he has learned. An image of the ﬁsherman tugging on 
the rope around the cormorant’s neck appears, followed by an image of the ﬁsherman’s wife tugging on the 
rope around her husband’s neck. Jones sees the deep truth behind this chain of power. The ﬁsherman may 
be a boss out on the river, but he also has a boss here at home. Sipping his “Boss” coffee outside, Jones 
concludes as he does in all these ads: “What a wonderful, worthless world this is.”
   As participant-observer, Jones is the audience’s instructor and guide. His Otherness is an “outsiderness” 
that enables insiders to see themselves as others view them. This provides opportunity for entertainment, 
of course̶a good-natured chiding of certain social types （like the young, the ofﬁcious） and trends （such 
as celebrity, materialism, nationalism） that threaten social stability or well-being. At another level, though, 
Jones’s alien-ness ensures that he can never be a part of “us”̶ the Japanese audience, the society he has 
been sent to observe. For the outside Other, Japan is only a society to pass through; never fully understand, 
and never be a part of. This has been the traditional condition for the Other: someone who may be 
tolerated̶ even welcomed̶ but not expected to become assimilated.
These Boss ads provide the opportunity to depict how Japanese see Others seeing them: in effect creating 
opportunities to underscore uniqueness. Jones, as the prototypical alien Other, encounters indigenous 
Figure 5C. Tommy Lee Jones: Alien Observing the Japanese Folkways
Figure 5D. Tommy Lee Jones: Alien Observing the Japanese Folkways
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ways, leaving him constantly befuddled. Throughout, his mood is sardonic, as well as astonished. His 
comportment is one of acquiescence, endurance and mystiﬁcation. The depiction of his confusion̶ of 
a mysterious “system” that cannot easily be apprehended̶ works to verify the uniqueness of the place: 
its difference and its inscrutable alien-ness to aliens. As such, these ads work to reify Japanese beliefs 
about themselves. And, because every ad is focused on some aspect of Japanese culture or society, they 
serve （in isolation and as a totality） as organized and directed communication tools no different than the 
daily newscasts about sportsports. To be sure, the depiction of people and nation is not uniform, totalized, 
or entirely jingoistic; yet, they are pervasive, creating a rather monolithic discourse of difference. Such 
communications, thus, create a “language game” or inner realm of distinction that is only understandable 
to insiders. One point that cannot be stressed enough: this is not an exception. This tendency can be found 
in numerous ads for a variety of products.xx In this way, Japanese TV ads are like news reports of Japan’s 
sportsports: a continuous, relatively uniform discourse that places Japan at the center, reinforcing the view 
that it is a distinct, special entity.xxi Their major subtext and cumulative effect is nation-centering.
c. Boundary Blurring/Status Shifting. One aspect of the advertisement above is “boundary blurring”, a 
spanning of once-distinct genres or communication approaches. In sportsports this appears as a merging of 
what were once clearly separable categories of “hard news” versus “light/entertainment”. It is conceivable 
that the trend toward tabloidization has facilitated this development, but this sort melding can also be 
witnessed in other forms of programming̶ not just news and not only communications involving sports 
and athletes. Clearly the Tommy Lee Jones ad, above, qualifies. As a commercial message, it seeks to 
depict an historical Japanese context, with characters engaging in traditional Japanese labor. At the same 
time, it is an invented world̶ a ﬁctionalized nether realm̶ and a carefully crafted entertainment with a 
story-line, characters, and meanings that are aimed to stand on their own, independent of the commercial 
communication, for the viewer’s pleasure. The fact that Jones, an American Other, is placed in this mise 
en scène, is not simply a part of the entertainment. It is a trope that aims to frame, refract and validate 
Japanese identity.
d. Foreign Gaze. The Boss campaign’s underlying emphasis is external evaluation. The （space） alien 
enters the local context, observes the locals, remarks, occasionally derides, but never deigns to make 
substantive changes in local logics or practices. Such observation by exogenous Others is a representational 
trope widely adopted by Japanese advertising. Over the past decade, emphasis on the approving gaze has 
been common̶ especially in ads featuring sportsports Ichiro Suzuki and Hideki Matsui, as well as former 
soccer stars Nakata Hideo and Ono Shinji. Most often, the validation transpires in situ̶ in overseas 
venues where the athletes ply their trade̶ and takes the form of foreign “locals” expressing surprise, 
admiration and enthusiasm for Japan’s global representatives. It is not a stretch to aver that such ads, which 
continually depict Japanese passing some foreign litmus test, have played a part in the palpable resurgence 
in national conﬁdence.xxii
A pedestrian example of this can be found in a campaign for the Kirin beverage, “Fire”̶ a canned 
jellied coffee. Hideki Matsui, at that time a Los Angeles Angel of Anaheim, wears an Angel-colored 
batting helmet and arm bands. As he steps to the plate, fans offer cheers of adoration （Figure 6A）. All, 
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save for one, are Caucasian̶
an unequivocal signification of 
“the West”. The only （seeming） 
Asian fan is clad in red, fore-
grounded and centered. This 
particular trope̶red centered 
against white̶is a symbolic 
recreation of the Japanese ﬂag, 
and appears quite often in Japanese advertising̶either in clothing, product presentation, or company logo 
in the ﬁnal frame.xxiii A semiotic strategy I have called “anchoring the nation,”xxiv  but which, in this case, 
could more accurately be termed “centering the nation.”
The fact that fans are all screaming out the name “Matsui” is more than a demonstration of “foreign 
gaze”̶ it is a declaration of foreign desire; of desire by the Other. It is a crafty reversal of Orientalism,xxv 
perpetrated by the Orient on the West.xxvi As a surrogate for nation, Matsui is a medium: enabling foreign 
Others to channel their desire for his country. The communication, thus, has the effect of depicting the 
longing of outsiders not only for Japanese heroes, but Japan, itself.
One ﬁnal surprise is in store. After Matsui takes a break from his “batting” （the product pumped to and 
fro, as if it is a bat）, he steps 
out of the box to shake the 
can of jelly, then drinks it. In 
response, the “neutral” umpire 
and rival catcher are shown 
following suit. The latter, in 
particular, reacts approvingly. 
In effect, Matsui has served as 
influential communicator̶
able to persuade Others who are either supposed to be impartial, at best, or aligned against him, at worst, to 
emulate him.
More recently, advertising has captured the evolution in Japan’s cultural globalization: emphasizing 
the outward movement of film and other arts. Nonetheless, the premise has remained unchanged, with 
exogenous Others fawning over Japanese. An example is reproduced in Figure 7, where an actor, Tamaki 
Hiroshi, is substituted for a sportsport.
The images tell the tale clearly: a premier in a foreign locale, established by a statuesque blond-haired 
Caucasian strolling down a red carpet. The audience, assembled reporters and paparazzi are almost 
exclusively Caucasian. Just then, the dapper Tamaki emerges from a limousine, and cameras swing in his 
direction. As the throng of gathered fans seeks Tamaki’s attention, he smiles cooly.
The ad then does two important things: one formatic, the other semiological. By advancing a comparison 
of competing products the ad adopts a strategy generally frowned on in Japan. True, no brand is speciﬁed; 
yet reference is being made to a rival that lacks a key feature possessed by the advertised device.xxvii The 
symbolic maneuver centers on the women holding the rival products. Both are Japanese, standing at the 
Figure 6A. Hideki Matsui: Adored Japanese Sportsport
Figure 6B. Hideki Matsui: Influential Japanese Sportsport
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fore of a nearly exclusive foreign 
audience. Having established 
that Tamaki, the Japanese actor, 
is a subject worthy of the foreign 
gaze, the ad employs these two 
women ̶ people  of  greater 
ethnic proximity to the actor 
and the consumers on the other 
side of the television screen̶
to close the sale. Others, in this 
case, are used strategically to 
foreground （and elevate） the 
product, and its users.
e. Outside over Inside. One of the features of sportsports is the way indigenous performers in exogenous 
settings have come to be preferred over their domestic counterparts. Nonetheless, communications 
emphasizing local effect are 
not unknown. One example is 
this 2010 ad （Figures 8A and 
8B） for domestic housing. 
It is narrated by a mother, 
witnessing her adolescent boy 
grow before her eyes. She notes that his feet are almost too big for his shoes and marvels at his commitment 
to mastering baseball. The audience sees how he is spurred by images of his idol, Ichiro Suzuki, playing in 
America. When Ichiro is on base the boy can’t keep his eyes off the TV; nor can his father. Superimposed 
over Ichiro’s picture is the Major League Baseball logo̶ a copyright requirement, perhaps, but also a 
signiﬁer of the highest level of attainment in that particular sport, in a league operating beyond domestic 
borders.
As the meal ends, we hear the boy declare that he will go practice. In this case, he works on his base 
running, just like his role model, Ichiro （Figure 8B）. Later scenes allow the audience to sample the 
mother’s concern. With doubt creeping into her voice, she worries̶ as any parent might̶ about a child’s 
unrealistic aspirations. “He wishes to become like Ichiro,” she conﬁdes, as she makes him an extra big rice 
ball for lunch. However, rather than scoff at the notion, she concludes that one never knows unless they 
try. And in the concluding frames, the audience watches the boy lustily consume her offering alongside his 
teammates. He laughs and appears content. We observe the mother on her bicycle, watching her boy from 
afar, as he practices on a ﬁeld 
below. We hear her conclude: 
“as long as he is happy, as 
long as he is vigorous . . . 
（that is all that matters）.”
Figure 7. Foreign Desire and the Validating International Stage
Figure 8A: Eye on the Outside
Figure 8B: Eye on the Outside
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One point made by this quick succession of images is that, like so many youngsters around the globe, 
performing their sport of choice, this boy is emulating his athletic hero/role model. Worth noting, though, is 
what the boy is not emulating: a foreign player. Furthermore, he is not emulating a Japanese player from a 
Japanese team in a domestic professional league. In short, the child’s reverence is for a Japanese player in 
a foreign context. As indicated earlier, this preference of foreign over domestic is one of the hallmarks of 
contemporary media attention̶ especially to sportsports̶ in large part because it has provided Japanese 
with one clear measure of their place （and worth） among nations. It is a form of elevation and validation 
and, importantly, the effect is to underscore the centrality of nation, to reinforce national-consciousness, via 
use of Other. In this case, another place; outside, away from home.
3. Further Forms of Relationality
The effects identiﬁed above emerged from previous research on sportsports. However, a study of other 
Japanese media content suggests further strategic uses of Others. Before closing I would like to identify a 
few.
a. Inside over Outside. There is no doubt that Japan has undergone a profound period of ontological 
change̶ what in the 1980s was dubbed “internationalization”, but by the 1990s could be considered a 
speciﬁc stage in what I have identiﬁed as its “global career”.xxviii Despite this recent embrace of Others̶
their markets, practices, and places̶ for centuries Japan was decidedly insular. Historically, this can be 
seen in the way that Japanese society has distinguished “uchi” （inside） from “soto” （outside）, according 
preference to the former. As a fundamental societal value （often elevated to the level of fetish）, the uchi/
soto division can be seen in such quotidian practices as removing one’s shoes upon entering the home or the 
way that language has been organized into characters considered indigenous （Chinese-imported kanji̶
ironically̶ and natively-devised hiragana） and exogenous （rendered in their own distinctive “katakana” 
ﬁgures）.
One aspect of the Boss commercial, discussed earlier, was this uchi/soto split, with the person from 
outside （incongruously） allowed inside to 
observe the insiders. De-mystification or 
mystiﬁcation? The outcome was to place Japanese 
on notice about how Others viewed their culture 
and practices. It also served to validate a Japanese 
conceit: that theirs is an original society; that they 
are a unique people.
In contemporary communications, examples of 
this certitude abound. Consider the high visibility 
“Tsubaki” （shampoo） campaign a few years ago. 
Pressed by rival Asience, which had advanced the claim that it was better suited for Asian hair, Tsubaki 
went one better: implicitly asserting that it was best suited for Japanese hair! Because Japanese women had 
unique hair （the argument went）, they required a shampoo best able to treat its distinct characteristics. If 
this argument sounds familiar to Japan-watchers, it should: it is a variation on the racial argument at the 
Figure 9: Distinguishing the Natives
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heart of all nihonjinron theorizing: that the Japanese physiology is unlike that of any other people in the 
world.xxix
Now, in fact, all the original Tsubaki campaign actually asserted was that “Japanese women are 
beautiful”̶ as if this point was ever in doubt̶ but its larger message was that this particular group 
required a product that would treat it with the special care and attention it deserved.xxx However, the recent 
campaign （Figure 9） now goes further. Reprising the original catch-phrase, the voice-over claims that 
“Japanese women will become much more beautiful.” Of course, advertising has long argued that product 
will procure improvement, but the Tsubaki ad is notable for emphasizing that it is a particular woman̶
the Japanese woman̶ who will be improved by the product. Implicitly, it is the invisible, non-Japanese 
Other to which she is compared, whom she will best.
The central point is that Japan’s cultural discourse has always embodied this uchi/soto conception. When 
applied to the socio-political and political-geographic dimensions, other ethnic groups and, particularly, 
people and practices from “the West” have been distinguished （and demarcated） from the local （or 
inside）. Over the years, practices, values, and productions such as foodstuffs, music, sports, and clothing, 
have received clear demarcation: the local （inside, domestic） set off from and/or contrasted with the exo-
national （outside, foreign）. In many ways, it is how media communicate̶ whether via actors or stories 
or occupations or settings or frames̶ that abet the emergence of “uchi/soto” discourse. In the hands of 
Japanese media such as advertising and news, global actors and processes are intentionally employed to 
bolster the local, or, by contrast, local products assist in distinguishing the local from the global. Even 
when Others are invisible̶ as in the Tsubaki ad, above, their presence, the fact of their existence, serves 
to underscore the importance of indigenous Japanese people, processes, and products.
b. Emulation. For humans, imitation is one means of development. It is the core idea in the Ichiro 
commercial discussed earlier. The boy dedicates himself to become like his role model; he strives to 
achieve Ichiro’s level. This does not mean that he will 
become the player who currently plays in a foreign country; 
he will simply come to possess the skills required of anyone 
able to do so. However, it is not just foreign-situated Japanese 
who can serve as developmental models; foreign Others can, 
as well. Indeed, in Japanese media, this is one role they often 
play.
Consider a 2010 Japanese fashion magazine spread 
（Figures 10 and 11） from S-Cawaii. Devoted to international 
music sensation Lady Gaga, the spread proﬁled her history, 
previewed her styles, and explained certain of her ideas 
（Fig.10）. Headers included: “Just as I thought: Ms. Gaga 
is Fashion” and “Before she became Gaga…” and “What 
she took from Madonna” and “The origins of Gaga was this 
person”. This short introduction served as inspiration for a 
five-page spread in which a Japanese incarnation of Gaga 
Figure 10. International Influence:
 Introducing Lady Gaga
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was unveiled; a person called “Lady Waka” （Fig.11）
The model, in fact, is Wakatsuki Chinatsu, an actress, singer, gravure idol and former race queen, 
who is popular in the “gyaru” subculture̶ one typiﬁed by girly-glam street fashion. The rendering of 
her name as “Waka” can clearly be seen as a nod to the magazine’s demographic: young （or “wakai” 
in Japanese）.xxxi In this particular spread Lady Waka’s style is a mediation between Japanese street and 
foreign elements. As such, 
t he r e  i s  an  “odor” o f 
Otherness （and certainly 
when viewed through the 
pr ism of  convent ional 
Japan̶ .xxxii
For instance, in Figure 11 
the image on the left sports 
the English title “American 
Bitch”, while the one in 
the middle reads “Japanese 
say Yankee”̶ the word “Yankee”, itself, a signiﬁer for a distinct subgroup （juvenile delinquents） whose 
disheveled attire, bleached hair, and unruly behavior, mark them as outcasts. Moreover, the image on the 
left employs the cans of American-made soft drinks for curlers, while the one on the right includes a Los 
Angeles Times, a British Bobbie’s helmet, and a jumpsuit reminiscent of baseball pinstripes.xxxiii The fact 
that these signiﬁers comprise a cultural mash-up, and are discursively incommensurate, matters little̶
they all denote “Other” to the Japanese fashion reader. They are different, brash, foreign, new.
This is true, as well, for the character depicted on the right. While the representation is of a doll-
like model, posed beneath the anchor “Party Style”, the Japanese text, rendered in the unsophisticated 
scrawl of an adolescent girl, asks in a breathy “gee wiz” manner: “What is the meaning of ‘TPO’?” 
This acronym̶ a loan word from an earlier generation’s contact with the West̶ translates as “time, 
place, opportunity”; but, in its alien-ness to the model depicted on the page （herself, alien to the magazine 
reader）, it reveals itself as another element of Otherness.
Japan has long been viewed in the West as a “copying culture”. But, according to Cox, this isn’t quite 
fair or accurate.xxxiv Some mimicry may derive from the fact that practices within a group are shared; and, 
to the degree that one feels associated with those members, the less the adoption of their styles or words 
or manner of dress will be viewed as imitation. Moreover, despite evidence of imitation in arts and crafts, 
religion, science, and daily practices, over the centuries there has also been great diversity in and creativity 
associated with copying. It is this sort of derivation, permutation, and extension that can be seen in the 
Lady Waka rendering, above. Imitation is simply a way of embracing an exogenous style through the local 
ﬁlter̶ of mediating, modifying and personalizing Otherness. For this purpose̶ to this end̶ Others 
serve the strategic role of enabling cultural growth.
c. Persuasive Spokespersons. In the past, men and foreign Others often served as credible authorities 
in Japan.xxxv The example of Matsui, in the Kirin Fire ad, above, serves as a good example. As Figure 12 
Figure 11. Permutations of International Models: 
The Birth of “Lady Waka”
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makes clear, the tendency still 
holds̶ with a chocolatier 
guiding a Japanese celebrity 
as he blends ingredients, 
then molds and freezes the 
delectable morsel that will be put up for sale. This may be thought of as a standard formula; yet, it is also 
a relic of a pervious zeitgeist. Today, a different tactic can be discerned: where Japanese serve as credible 
and/or persuasive authorities to foreign Others. More, these persuasive authorities may just as easily be 
women as men. Above all, no matter the gender, it is their ability to convince an audience of alien Others 
which, somehow, clinches the product’s worth. This is exempliﬁed by the following ad for the alcoholic 
beverage, “Cola Shock” （Figure 13）, where a popular model, singer and actress, Shimabukuro Satsuki 
（or, Kuroki Meisa, as she is known in popular culture）, encourages a group of elder American men to 
imbibe. Americans, perhaps being notorious drinkers （as well as the inventors, in Japanese eyes, of both 
“whiskey coke” and “rum coke”） are credible authorities in this regard, yet they stand second in this 
particular communication chain. Here, it is authoritative communicator （Kuroki） appealing to a credible 
jury （American elder males）, whose act of persuasion is witnessed by the viewing audience. The Others 
serve as foil, and their enthusiastic endorsement at ad’s close validates the Japanese woman’s assertion that 
the product is worthy.
This element of persuasion is a 
twist on encounters with Others in 
the contemporary ad scene. Yet, as 
demonstrated by the examples of 
Tamaki, Matsui and Ichiro, it is far 
from an isolated case. In each of 
these ads, Japanese spokespeople 
receive the respect and approval of 
the audience of Others （inside the 
ad） and, as a result, their value as 
a communicator （to those outside the ad, on the other side of the TV） is enhanced. Here, then, is another 
strategic use of foreign Others.
d. Surrogate Communication. 
One tactic that was once quite 
pronounced in Japanese advertising 
was the use of foreign others as 
surrogates for Japanese. This often 
occurred in cases where the tasks 
to be performed were unseemly 
or inconsistent with Japanese 
norms. For instance, Others might 
Figure 12. Others as Credible Sources
Figure 13. Japanese as Credible Sources to Others; 
Influential over Others
Figure 14. The Use of Surrogate Others: 
The case of exposed skin
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be shown diving into a pool fully clothed, or engaging in other sorts of boorish or outlandish behavior. 
Previous research also has shown that foreigners （and particularly women） tended to be presented in states 
of greater undress and/or in more compromising poses than their Japanese counterparts.xxxvi  Even today, 
this tendency persists̶ as Figure 14 shows̶ with foreign Others presented in a simulated strip-tease for 
the lingerie maker, Peach John.
While a gender analysis might make something of the uchi/soto dimension to this̶ the simulated 
rape of the exogenous Other̶ there has also been an unfortunate development: a boundary blurring or 
leveling by which Japanese women are symbolically violated no less than their surrogate Others. Figure 
15, constructed from two different Shiseido products, is indicative of a trend toward denuding Japanese 
women.
While one might applaud a 
move  away  f rom employing 
foreign Others as sexualized 
surrogates, the painful truth is 
that the objectification of women 
has not stopped. Women are still 
being visually violated in Japanese 
advertising （above all）. It is only 
the case that now, perhaps, natives are being used more than before in that strategic role.
Ⅴ．DISCUSSION: NOTES PRIOR TO CONCLUSION
A. Notes on Invisibility
In academic research one of the most difﬁcult things to prove is what cannot be seen. Absence, though 
empirical, is tricky to demonstrate; it exists, in thin air. Nonetheless, symbolic negation is as important as 
symbolic representation. But how to reveal it? Are foreign Others being represented too much, as Prieler’s 
studyxxxvii asserted? Or not enough, as my work on sportsports suggested?
One answer, of course, may be found in the medium of analysis. Simply put, Others may have a more 
extensive presence in advertising than in news and televised entertainment programming.
Independent of medium, though, it might be tempting to argue that even with the current level of 
representation, foreign Others aren’t accorded their fair share. We know of the great ethnic whitewashing 
that exists in Japanese society̶ the banishment of the Ainu to the hinterlands and systematic neglect, 
thereafter; the historic failure, too, to recognize those of Chinese and Korean descent̶ those who, at one 
time could not participate in national sporting events and felt obliged to repress their cultural heritage for 
fear of discrimination or violent reprisal. More recently, immigrants from Brazil or Southeast Asia have 
had to toil in oblivion, receiving little or no attention in the press or recognition in, for example, television 
dramas or talk shows.
Yet, at another level, representations seem more than fair. For instance, while demographics suggest 
that East Asians ought only to appear in, say, one out of every one hundred commercials, Prieler found 
Koreans in one out of every fifty. That said, this was most likely an accident of history: what became 
known as the “Hanryu Boomu” （Korean Wave）; a heightened interest in South Korean pop culture due to 
Figure 15. Doing Away with Surrogate Others: 
The case of exposed Japanese skin
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the importation of a particular television drama （“Winter Sonata”） just prior to his study period. During 
that year, the lead actor, Bae Yong-Joon （or “Yon-sama” as he was called in Japan） became a spokesman 
for a number of Japanese products; this, in turn, precipitated a craze in which middle aged Japanese women 
began massing for public screenings of his TV series, as well as taking tours to the sites in South Korea 
where the drama was ﬁlmed. Yon-sama aside, Prieler found that East Asian representation in TV ads was 
more closely in line with the demography. Further, when they appeared, it was as authenticators of Asian 
products, such as Chinese tea.
Beyond cases of popular （and ephemeral） contingency and credible sources, though, Asian Others are 
relatively absent in advertising,; Caucasian Others, as we have seen, are oversampled̶ but often for the 
targeted purpose of reinforcing localness or privileging life （for Japanese） on the inside. It might be said 
that, both visibility and absence are for a purpose; foreign Others are strategic devices used to modify, 
amplify and spotlight Japan and the Japanese.
B. NOTES ABOUT INTIMACY
As is true of any country’s media system, Japan’s is predicated on logics indigenous to the 
society. To a certain extent, those logics may not exist elsewhere, or at least not in the specific form 
or for identical exigencies. One of the core features of 
communication in Japan’s corporate media is intimacy̶
an ubiquitous “belongingness” forged by a prevalent 
set of devices that convey membership, propinquity and 
shared “groupishness”.xxxviii This may come in the form of 
ensemble talk shows, repeated appearances of the same set of 
celebrities̶ rotating on programs （even on the same night on 
different stations）, in advertisements, daily “wideshow” news 
programs, and in tabloids and fashion magazines. It may also 
be the result of images that continually reinforce cliquishness 
and companionable closeness （Figure 16）. The effects of such 
repeated and sustained “us-ness” is an emotional bonding that 
reinforces the “ware ware nihonjin” （we Japanese） gestalt that 
has prevailed and structured social relations for centuries.xxxix
Foreign others are rarely admitted to the club̶ although 
over the years there have been a few.xl Most prominent have 
been the Hawaiian, Mongolian and Bulgarian rikishi who have managed to enter the traditional （and 
traditionally closed） world of sumo, and make their ascent through the ranks. Once at the level of yokozuna 
（grand champion）, in particular, these former Others serve as representatives of the sport （and, in the case 
of the 2004 Nagano Olympics, representatives of Japan）. As such, （and no matter how much they are 
chided in the press for their lack of social grace and linguistic facility）, they belong to the national familyxli 
and are participants in the on-going national discourse conducted through the news and entertainment 
media.
What is notable, of course, is the general absence of foreign Others in the larger communication system. 
Figure 16. The Japanese Club:
Shared activities, shared life
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Although they appear from time to time, as current events dictate, they are less likely to be included in the 
family proper. In the main, coverage of harder news̶ politics, for instance̶ concerning the larger world 
beyond domestic borders is perfunctory, and reﬂects deep-seated myopia. Japan remains an insular enclave 
and the world beyond its borders is often only grudgingly recognized or, at best, presented through the 
imperfect lenses of narcissism and self-interest.
While this is an empirical claim which would require more systematic research, I would aver that the 
main function Others play in news, magazines and television entertainment is strategic: to support the 
view shared by the indigenous group of “us”. Others serve as a “them”̶ important only insofar as their 
presence assists in deﬁnition of the dominant group, assisting in forging a greater sense of commonality 
and intimacy amongst Japanese media consumers.
Ⅵ．CONCLUDING ABOUT IDENTITY
Observing the role of foreigners in television commercials, Prieler commented that: “the representation 
of others constructs ‘Japaneseness’ by creating differences and highlighting boundaries. By showing the 
characteristics of Others, Japanese TV ads reveal how Japanese deﬁne themselves.”xlii The present paper 
has offered a selective content analysis of television, magazine, Internet, advertising and news productions 
to extend this argument. Working inferentially, it presents evidence of speciﬁc ways that that foreign Others 
are used in Japanese communications, with demonstrable semiological effects. Taken as a whole, these 
various stratagems work to emphasize local distinctiveness and similarity. Empirically, this source material 
conveys a representational proximity; implicitly, it engenders greater psychological proximity among its 
recipients. With proximity, the seeds of increased intimacy are sown.
No different than any other country, the Japanese media, by their very practices, reinforce Japanese 
identity. Whether the medium is television, advertisements, fashion magazines or news, the content 
strongly works to reproduce national identity. “We Japanese” are clearly distinguished from “those 
others”. Without question, this is the result of the strategic use of Others; it is also the result of their 
strategic neglect̶ their exclusion from the daily conversation. Here a simple, final example should 
sufﬁce. A recent ad for a canned drink presented an attractive woman in her mid- to late-twenties wearing 
（what else?） a vibrant red party dress. As she wended her way along a concrete path, she encountered 
three men in succession; each, making a play for her affection. The ﬁrst, muscular and broad shouldered, 
garbed in a white suit, may have been Japanese, but his hair was tinted orange-blond, giving him the 
“chapatsu” look once associated with rebellion and the trendy lifestyle of the 1990s. Despite dropping to 
one knee and offering a ﬂoral bouquet, the demure woman passed him by. The second man, a handsome, 
athletic Westerner, sporting a blue coat and dress pants, also fell to his knees. He offered her a necklace that 
scattered as she rejected his appeal. Finally, she is approached by a third man̶ a “typical” Japanese male: 
slight of build, wearing thick glasses, hair cropped short, a bit nerdy̶ in short, a non-descript sarariman-
type, dressed in the corporate uniform of silver-grey suit, white dress shirt and dark, conservative tie. And 
yet . . . the heroine’s reaction was to unﬂinchingly sweep him up in her embrace̶ both to his surprise and 
delight.
This ad carries numerous messages. Semiotically, the woman in the red dress signiﬁes desire. Yet the 
desire expressed by Others （both the social renegade and the gaijin）, while flattering, is rejected. The 
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most proximate is preferred over the alien; endogenous is selected over exogenous. As between the hunky 
foreign Other and the typical Japanese, the Japanese protagonist opts for the latter. For an audience, deﬁned 
to some degree and bound in larger part by its mediated texts, this particular use of Others is as powerful 
as it is telling. By minimizing and/or mitigating alternative peoples, styles, and ways of living, Japanese 
become preferred. Japanese identity is validated.
For the Japanese information consumer, nothing but one of their own could possibly do.
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